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Pros Amazing physics unmatched by competitors to create realistic vibration in the carriage Cartoonish (but very decent)
graphics that makes the simulator run very good on low end devices Reasonable price for a quality indie early access game
(HK$80 at the time of posting) Scoring system that makes driving around not completely pointless, the energy usage grading
criteria makes for a good challenge Realistic audio with ambient noise Cons Not enough trains Is still unfinished No actual
trains (aka locomotive hauled trains, such as Class 40 hauling passenger carriages) I think this simulators future is promising,
and can be used as a platform for future expansions, such as a 70s 80s British Rail simulation or even a subway sim with the
amazing physics and comparability with low end devices.. Very very nice sim indeed. It might not be the best looking but the
route is large, with loads of services to drive. Simple or expert controls and you're scored for every drive, which gives you the
opportunity to improve. The dev is very active with promised updates in the near future. It runs very smoothly and just feels
right.. A very nice Diesel Railcar Simulator with plenty activities. Set in 1960's Great Britain you can drive quite a few Diesel
Railcars like the 112, 117, 122, 126 and 127. Topped off with nice surroundings and atmosphere this is one sim not to miss out
on! Although it is early release there are no issues, gameplay is smooth and no steep learning curve as it has a tutorial mode as
well as a beginners mode. I have Diesel Railcar Simulator since its release on itch.io so don't go by my ours played ;) With quite
a update plan ahead, go for this one as it will only become better! (I'm not a professional reviewer as you can see, just a happy
cutomer ;) ). I just wanna say GOOD GAME!!! KEEP UPDATE!! ALWAYS LOVE!!. nice, but rather unpolished. signals are
hard to see and so is the speed gauge. so i speed a lot and miss the signals. good tip is to download joytokey and follow the guide
on the community page. it works like a charm and i would love to see that implemented in the game so i don't need 3rd party
software for that. other than that it looks nice, the sounds are good and apparently the bogey physics are great (but i don't go
away from cabview so its hearsay for me) nice thing to get on sale.. This is a great game with Pleanty of hours and Fun,
EVERYONE (even ppl who dont like trains) should enjoy this game + it only took 5 min to install on my crappy internet!
Overall there are a few bugs here and there but its great JUST GREAT!!!! ;D. Pros: - Its awesome! cons: - Needs more
multiplayer. This is a very enjoyable diesel train simulator with some very nice touches, great driving dynamics and with a nice
balance of features/gameplay. It's not perfect by any means but on the balance I enjoy this near the same level as the best
scenarios in Train Simulator already - with the reward coming from the physics, sounds, the breaking dynamics, the unexpected
delays, the changing gears and the stopping at the right place and the score for not abusing the 'mechanical' bits of the train.
There's also nice touches like the break pressure guage, which measures the pressure near the driver end.and it shows the
pressure equalising, which acts quite differently in a short vs a longer train. Another little pleasure is the suspension and very
nice wobbling when switching tracks - it's very well done. Things that could be improved: - The routing of lines through
landscape is far from realistic - In general, the scenery could use some attention, some realism in town planning and variety -
The 1960s had a lot of sides, loading ramps and goods traffics which is entirely missing (yes I get it's a 1 man team) - Much
higher LODs for capable graphics cards Regardless, I totally respect what this one man dev team has accomplished and that it's
this much fun to drive. TSW for example is so 'dead' in it's traffic, variety & scenarios - this just completely trashes it in having
lively traffic, having 100s of fun and interesting scenarios to drive and by putting enjoyable and challenging physics into a sim.
Recommended for any train 'simmer'.

Timetable editor beta : The first beta version of the timetable editor is now available! The editor enables you to create your own
traffic to the existing routes with custom station stops, running times and train formations. Head over to for instructions and
discussion.. Crash after subscribing to workshop routes : Many of you have noticed that there are new routes in the workshop
available for subscription. Something that wasn't clearly mentioned before is that the routes work in the beta test version only!
Trying to use them in the current version will crash the game when you try to open any of the (old) routes. If the game crashes
upon opening a route you can fix it either by: 1) unsubscribing from the routes in the workshop, or, 2) downloading the new beta
test version by opening your Steam client and right-clicking on the game, then selecting Properties from the pop-up menu. From
the properties window go to the Betas tab and choose the beta from the drop-down menu (no password required).. Route editor
preview video 1 : Work on the route editor is still progressing! Most of the track, signal, station and other infrastructure editing
features are ready. Scenery editing still needs to be completed before the first beta test version can be released. The video below
shows how the 2D and 3D editing modes work.. Bugfix update released : Version 1.2.3 is a bugfix update with many small fixes
and improvements based on your reports and suggestions.. Timetable editor available : The first editor is now public along with
Workshop support! Click the "New" or "Edit" buttons at the top of the service selection screen to open the timetable editor, or
choose a different timetable from the drop-down menu. To do stuff in the editor, click on things or empty space with the right-
hand mouse button. A quick guide for using the timetable editor will be added to the guides soon. The existing timetables have
also been revised for this update: the running and starting times are now more relaxed for some services that previously were
impossible to finish on time. You still may need to try a particular service multiple times to get favourable traffic conditions
from the random number generator. Don't miss the new experimental shiftwork timetable for the demo route! The "Failed
buffet" service is intended to be rescued instead of driven normally.. Route editor beta test : To participate in the testing, please
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open your Steam client and right-click on the game, then select Properties from the pop-up menu. From the properties window
go to the Betas tab and choose the beta from the drop-down menu (no password required).. Route editor preview video 2
(Scenery) : More progress on the route editor, this is how scenery editing works now (no audio, video sped up by 30%): The
main principle of the first version is to allow easy and fast creation of vast areas of scenery at the expense of details. More
detailed control and features will be added in future updates.
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